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â€œBEAT THE CASINO CRAPS GAMEâ€• is a clearly written manual that explains in detail a

simple, foolproof strategy for making a steady profit at casino craps. This popular game is played at

most casinos in the United States and across the world and is one of the very few casino games

that can be played profitably hour after hour, day after day, year after year by a smart, disciplined

player. The strategy presented in this book combines a logical betting method along with other tools

critical to making a profit at casino gaming...proper bet sizing in relation to bankroll, tips on tactics

and table selection, a method of determining reasonable profit objectives for each session and a

powerful approach to limiting losses during negative swings. Potential profits are determined by bet

size and hours at the table. Bet sizing is determined by the amount of bankroll a player chooses to

invest in the game. Proper bet sizing and a powerful method of money management are fully

explained in the book and combine to insure that when the player has a reasonable profit he leaves

the casino a winner. Average profit using the strategy is two and one half bet units per hour.This

strategy was initially tested against the 14,967 rolls of the dice generating 4,525 decisions detailed

in the classic book "72 Hours at the Craps Table" by B. Mikelson. It showed a profit of 175 units or

2.43 units per hour. Profit $62.50 per hour using $25 bets supported by a $1,250 bankroll. Many,

many hours of actual play over the years have proven it out. Combined with proper money

management and an adequate bankroll it just works. Equally suitable for either the casual player

who would like to pay for his vacation at a casino resort or for the professional gambler who wants

to make a good living by spending a few hours a day at his local casino. No gaming skill or previous

experience is needed to start winning the first day this strategy is put into play. No previous

knowledge of how to play craps is necessary. This manual explains the game fully and clearly. The

author, Chuck Green, spent 30 years of his life as professional gambler. Blackjack, casino craps

and computerized horserace handicapping are his specialties. His strategy for casino craps is a

proven winner!(Author's Note: The betting method utilized in my strategy IS NOT the classic

"Martingale System" of betting that has been proven to be ineffective over the years. The

"Martingale" involves doubling each losing bet on a particular outcome until a win finally occurs. It

fails because when a fairly long sequence of losses occur the bet size must be increased to an

amount that either exceeds the players' remaining bankroll or exceeds the house betting limit. This

is definitely NOT the betting system that I recommend.)
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I love reading books about the game of Craps and this one had 3 '5' star reviews. Even though the

reviews were written in the style of 'false positives', I decided to buy it anyway in hopes that I would

be wrong. Unfortunately I wasn't. The book is short and does a poor job of covering the mechanics

of the game. As all educated gamblers know there is no 'proven' strategy.The strategy in this book

is an all-time favorite loser famously known as the 'Martingale' system, except it is the 'Mini' variant

that is used. While every one knows (or should know) that the Martingale should never be used, a

mini variant (usually 1-2-4, the first three bets) isn't so bad with games that draw huge streaks (i.e.

baccarat, roulette (outside); even then only with small denominations as it is a good time killer, not

money maker) but is a horrible strategy for craps. (As a side note, never use a video game to

practice as random number generators are not random on a computer which is why playing these

little betting strategies on video versions of the games actually work quite well; I rarely ever lose to

electronic roulette and always make enough for free lunches and dinner at the casino. I have proven

this on the spot many times to many people).I have been playing craps almost every week for the

past year and can say with confidence (and unfortunate experience) to stay away from the

Martingale (as for my results I am doing well with other strategies, still have a profit for the year).

The author does mention in a couple paragraphs about win/loss limits though it would of been nice if



he covered this area more thoroughly as this is important. All in all I would avoid spending the $5 for

the book and purchase another as there are better alternatives at the same price.
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